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The SoundPro 412 UC is a modern user-friendly USB headset available 
in monaural (with one earphone) and binaural (stereo, with two 
earphones) versions. With its captivating Swiss design, it supports 
excellent wearing comfort. The SoundPro 412 UC was designed for the 
modern PC workstation. The high speech quality as well as the passive 
ambient noise give the user a real advantage. 

Comfortable wearing style
The large ear posters in combination with the flexible holding rings 
guarantee that they can be worn without unpleasant pressure points. 
The adjustable headband can be easily adjusted to the individual head 
shape. Even after long phone calls or listening to music, it feels as if 
the headset had been put on first. 

SoundPro 412 UC – Experience professional communication 
in highest wideband audio quality

Unique communication 
They are always understood. The high-quality microphone at the tip of 
the discrete microphone boom absorbs disturbing ambient noise thanks 
to its noise-canceling technology. The high-quality receiver supports 
your conversation with crystal-clear sound. So you can stay focused on 
your conversation without getting tired and don't lose sight of your 
conversation partner.

Plug & Play made easy
With its integrated call control, the SoundPro 412 UC offers a wide 
range of functions and excellent convenience for working with Skype for 
Business and other softphone clients. The integrated LED button 
illumination gives the in-line controller a professional touch.
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Features and advantages
Features Advantage

Wearing style Adaptable overhead bar, designed for all-day wearing

Wearing comfort Comfortable all-day wearing thanks to large, comfortable ear pads 

Surface finishing The headset is equipped with Nano-Plating Technology

Weight Mono: 81 g / Duo: 103 g

Execution Available as mono or duo headset

Connection Connection cable with control unit and USB-A plug

Call control / operating unit Easy and intuitive answering and ending of calls, muting and Volume control. 
With integrated LED lights

Noise-canceling microphone Effectively reduces background noise and improves communication

Speaker bandwidth The headset features broadband in music and voice mode

Neodymium loudspeakers Exceptional sound quality with Broad-Band, a frequency range from 150 to 6800 Hertz.
Suitable for the bandwidth used for professional IP telephone systems

Audio Shock Protection Protects the user's hearing by reducing noise spikes and sudden loud noises to a safe level 
(118dB SPL)

HD Voice Broadband Audio (6.8kHz) Music experience

Internal sample rate Internal data processing up to 48kHz

USB cable Plug & Play interface, from version 1.1

Microphone arm 180 degree rotatable microphone arm for wearing and phoning on both sides

Software support Direct support for Skype for Business, other softphones like 3CX, Avaya, Cisco, Counterpath, 
etc.

Certifications CE, FCC, RoHS, WEEE

Scope of delivery

Wired headset with lightweight king-size foam and leatherette ear cushions.

Article number/ Guarantee

Duo Headset                                  FSP412UCB

Mono Headset FSP412UCM

Guarantee 2 years


